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Preface
When we are stuck in a serious problem, we will

naturally seek a way out. We will wrack our brain to find
one, ask our friends for advice, read books for useful
information, visit teachers, doctors, lawyers, etc. or knock at
the door of some fortune teller. If we can find a solution in
this way, it would be fortunate, but in most cases few
complete solutions will be found, because most problems in
our life arise from the fact that we live in this sahã world of
suffering and most solutions are based on our short-sighted
viewpoints from within it. Therefore, "another point of
view" beyond our ordinary thinking will be needed to
surmount our worldly problems.

What is such a viewpoint like? Just hear the following
Dharma card as an example:

/DC 1/ Toy Windmill

Toy windmill,

Do you think you are whirling

by yourself?

---from Senryu Haiku Column

Photo by Isamu Tsugo
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Well said! This senryu or satirical haiku is

rooted in the Buddhist principle, the thought of

Dependent Origination. In Japanese it is called

“ 縁起 Engi," meaning that no being can exist by

itself, but as a result of intertwined causes and

bi-causes.

Your life comes from your parents and is

nourished and supported by innumerable other lives

such as rice, wheat, vegetables, fish, meat and so on.

You may think your knowledge is gained by your

own power, but it derives from your family, friends,

teachers, books, newspapers, and many other

information sources. You may feel sure of your

thinking power, but it is greatly dependent on the

DNA from your parents and ancestors.

Thus it can be said that nothing exists on its own

power. We are all helped to live and act thanks to

other things and beings, which may be unseen.

Without realizing this, if you think you are

moving by your own power, it is like the windmill

that is not aware of the wind.

Let’s say the nembutsu, realizing the Other

Power. /DC 1 End/
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I hope you now understand that realizing the power
of the unseen wind implies "another viewpoint." In
this sense, the power of the unseen Amida Buddha is
also in the vista of "another point of view."

To give you more clues to such a viewpoint, I will
show you Dharma Card2.

/DC ２/ Sutra

The light of wisdom exceeds all measure,

And every finite living being
Receives this illumination that is like the

dawn,
So take refuge in Amida, the true and real

light.
--- Shinran's Hymn of the Pure Land

---Painted by Miyoko Tsutsumi

Shoma-san in Sanuki, Shikoku,
was a Myokonin or wondrously
excellent person, who had attained
deep shinjin (true entrusting)
though he was unable to read or
write.

One day, when he was turning
the pages of the three-volume Pure
Land Sutras in the temple, the
resident priest mockingly asked

him, “Can you read the Sutra, Shoma?” “Sure, I can,
” he replied. “How does it go then? Read it aloud
for me.”“OK. It says, ‘Shoma, come to me. I will save
you, Shoma. I will save you, Shoma …,’” so he went
on to the priest's astonishment.
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Reciting the Chinese Sutra involves knowledge,
which can be measured by a test. Hence knowledge
stays at the level of“measure.”

In order for knowledge to be really useful, it must
meet the light of immeasurable wisdom. When you
encounter the light of wisdom, you will have your own
self revealed as an ignorant being, for whom the
Original Vow was made.

This realization comes from immeasurable wisdom,
the inconceivable wisdom of Amida Buddha.

I hope we will keep looking up to this
Immeasurable Light all the time in the nembutsu.

/DC 2 End/

As is shown in Shoma-san's episode above, in our
everyday life, we tend to think and act at the level of
discriminative "knowledge," but what is most

important in fulfilling the significance of our life is
"another viewpoint" named "wisdom" coming from the

super-sighted eyes of the Buddha.

In this way, I will try to venture into the world of
"another point of view" by way of introducing several

Dharma cards. These cards are taken from
"Towards the Seat of Dharma Hearing" (a free PDF
book in Ryokeiji Home Page).

Rev. Koju Fujieda
Ryokeiji Temple
(URL: http://ryokeiji.net)
February 20, 2013

Koju Fujieda
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§1 This World of Suffering

/DC3/ Sahã World

Oh, those matters of this sahã world,

What could we do with them?

Why not recite the nembutsu?

---Rev. Jun'en Kameyama

At the end of last year and the
beginning of this year, a couple of
my relatives and friends passed
away, much to my sorrow.

On such occasions, my uncle
Jun'en's words--spoken in his local
Noto accent--ring in my ears;
“Bereavement by the beloved,
meeting with those hated, seeing
one's own aging proceed, having to
visit hospitals, putting up with the
economic depression--- these take

place because we are in this sahã world.
The Sanskrit“sahã”means the world where we

have to endure, you know. Could any human
knowledge solve those problems completely?

We cannot but endure those sufferings. What else
can we do? Hence the Nembutsu. It is the power
and wisdom that enables us to accept those sufferings.

Why not recite the Nembutsu together? Namu …,
Namu …”

P a i n t e d b y M i y o k o
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As a youth, I used to reject his idea of escapist
Nembutsu, but now at my old age his words ring true to
my heart.

Even Shinran Shonin must have suffered from such
troubles of this sahã world like his exile and disowning
his son Zenran, but he strongly overcame them by his
diamond-like shinjin and nembutsu.

G re a t is th e n e m b u tsu b a se d on sh in jin

th a t su rm ou n ts th e issu e s of th e sa h aa
w orld !

..................................................................

Why did the Indians say that“sahã”is the world where
we have to endure sufferings? What sufferings do we have
to endure? you may ask. Shinran Shonin, the founder of
Shin Buddhism stated in Tannisho or his disciple Yuien's
great notes of shinjin (faith) like this:

"With a foolish being full of blind passions, in this
fleeting world---this burning house---all matters
without exception are empty and false, totally without
truth and sincerity. The nembutsu alone is true and
real."
We should notice that he pointed out the two causes of

our sufferings in this world---"fleeting" and "blind
passions." "Fleeting" implies impermanence or
transitoriness, as is seen in the changes of our own life or
mortality. "Blind passions" implies that all human beings
are possessed with or immersed in evil passions like greed,
anger, and ignorance, all manipulated unknowingly by the
subconscious ego-centrism.
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The fact that we are living in this“sahã”world of
transiency and blind passions is the basic point of view of
Buddhism, which most people are not aware of today.

I will discuss these two in the following sections.

§2 Transiency
/DC 4/ Caterpillar

Shrinking and wriggling itself,

a caterpillar is coming on;

We are leaves,

How can we escape?

by a Canadian fifth grader
(Quoted from Oriori-no-Uta)

Photo by Isamu Tsugo
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This boy has a sharp observant eye,

doesn’t he? He finds himself as a leaf

and is staring at the caterpillar that is

nibbling its way towards him.

Don’t you feel something serious in

this poem? Isn’t a caterpillar approaching

us, from which we can’t escape?

Yes, there are caterpillars called Aging,

others called Illness, and still others called

Death, all coming nearer and nearer very
quietly.

A lady composed a haiku:

“Silently coming along every second

my own aging.”

She rightly witnessed that caterpillar.

“Why such a gloomy topic?” someone may
say. "Why not try to live a sunny-side life
cheerfully, this one-time life?”

Yes, we do wish to do so, but the caterpillars
are coming along towards us at this very
moment.

We should be determined then; we should
proceed to hear the Dharma, if we are wise
enough.
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..................................................................
You may have heard the Buddhist term "三法印" or
"The three marks of the Dharma."

1)"諸行無常" or "all things are transient"
2)"諸法無我" or "all things are selfless,

unsubstantial
3)"涅槃寂静" or "Nirvana is the state of

tranquility.
We should notice the first basic idea of Buddhism is
the transient nature of all things. It is a famous legend
that Gautama Buddha entered the way to enlightenment
when he saw an aged man in the east gate of Kapila
Castle, a sick person in the south gate, and a dead
person in the west, all symbolizing human transiency
or mortality. This notion may be said to be the very
starting point of all religions in the world.

Therefore, the Canadian boy above depicted the
destiny of our human mortality vividly by the metaphor
of caterpillar. Yes, all things are surely in the process
of transition at every moment, but the problem is
whether we are feeling that movement in person.

Just listen to the next Dharma card:

/DC 5/ Prolonging This Life

Yet we think only of prolonging this

life for as long as possible, without
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ever aspiring to birth in the Pure

Land in the afterlife. This is

inexpressibly deplorable.

--- Ven. Rennyo
(Letters 4-2)

Patient: Doctor, the last crown
seems to have been
spoiled too soon. Wasn't
the material good
enough? How long will
this crown last this time?

Dentist: (Offended) How long do
you expect you will live?

Patient: (Aghast) Mmmm.

* * * * *

The patient in the above dialogue (ten years ago)
was me, to my humiliation. Taking it for granted that I
would survive the crown, I was taken aback. I had not
realized this blind spot of mine while preaching the
transiency of human life to people.

At that moment I was reminded of the above
admonition by Ven. Rennyo and was ashamed of the
deplorable reality of my own mind.

It is not that we are living in order to die, but if we

Painted by Miyoko Tsutsumi
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live in complete indifference to death, that would be
“slumbering one's life away.”

Hence Okaru's entreaty:

“P le a se th in k w e ll a bou t y ou r life a n d
d e a th w h ile still a liv e ;

a fte r y ou r life h a s e n d e d ,

it w ill be ju st a n a fte rth ou gh t.”

........................................................................................
All the above stories urge us to awake to the imminent

mortality of our own from a long dream of ease. If we can
take this point of view, we will naturally tend to take refuge
in Amida Buddha.

There is, however, one more important matter we should
awaken to, that is, the problem of our own blind passions.

§3 Blind Passions

/DC 6/ This Foolish Self

As a foolish being, I feel

all the more gratitude;

To think I will be tied up

with the Original Vow
---by Rev. Ryokan
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I wonder why great
Buddhists call
themselves “foolish” as
above?
Shan-tao in China
judged himself as “We
ignorant beings”; Rev.
Saicho or Dengyo
Daishi who initiated
the Hiei Tendai
Buddhism labeled
himself as “the most
foolish of all the
foolish” ; Rev.Genshin,

the author of the Ojoyoshu (The Essential Collection
Concerning Birth), defined himself as “such a foolish
man as I am”; Honen Shonin named himself as
“Ignorant Honenbo," and lastly Shinran Shonin
designated himself as “Gutoku (Foolish and
stubble-haired) Shinran.”

Why is it that all of them harshly realized that
they are “foolish”?

Presumably, finding oneself foolish is the
conclusion of one’s sincere treading of the Buddhist
Way. If you are alien to Buddhism, you would think
of yourself as being clever and wise, but if you
encounter the light of Buddhism, you would come to
realize the fact about yourself.

“How foolish I have been!” Rev. Ryokan
sharply remarks: My foolishness truly cannot be
compared. Bowing one’s haughty head down like
this must be evidence that one has been immersed
in the light of the Buddha’s wisdom.

The wise man turns out to be a foolish man in

Firefly-like Moth: by Isamu
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the Light of the Buddha’s Wisdom as Honen Shonin
states:

“Persons of the Pure Land tradition attain
birth in the Pure Land by becoming their
foolish selves.”

...................................................................................
All the great Buddhist priests above realized that they

were foolish because fundamentally they were not free from
blind passions and their ego-centered subconsciousness.
But in that realization they show their wisdom was attained
by treading the Buddhist way.

What is truly foolish, however, is the state that one is
not aware of one's own foolishness, which is an important
point of view that Buddhism teaches.

The following Dharma Card will illustrate the idea.

/DC 7/ One's Own Wrong

Other persons' wrong

is easily seen,

while

One's own wrong

is hardly recognized.

---Ven. Rennyo
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Ven. Rennyo's admonition that you can detect

other people's wrong very easily, but that you can

scarcely recognize your own wrong was keenly felt

from the bottom of my heart the other day:

In relation with my work, I often have to edit

writings, and then I frequently find that I can easily

detect a wrong spelling or poor grammar in someone

elses' writing, but that my own mistakes are very

often over-looked. This trend comes from the fact

that I am stuck in the idea that my own thought and

writing is always correct.

People tend to have this kind of prejudice

(ego-attachment). Buddhism teaches that this

Photo by Isamu Tsugo
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attachment is the root of delusion.

We are awakened to this subconscious pit by the

wisdom light of the Buddha. When we hear the

calling of “Namuamidabutsu” (“Be awakened to your

own attachment; Be saved by My compassion”), we

are aware of our own delusion and feel grateful for

His salvation from this plight.

....................................................................

How deep-rooted our blind passions are is revealed by

Shinran Shonin's hymns as follows:

Although I take refuge in the true Pure Land way,

It is hard to have a true and sincere mind,

This self is false and insincere;

I completely lack a pure mind.

Each of us, in outward bearing,

Makes a show of being wise, good, and dedicated;
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But so great are our greed, anger, perversity, and

deceit,

That we are filled with all forms of malice and

cunning.

Extremely difficult is it to put an end to our evil

natures,

The mind is like a venomous snake or scorpion.

Our performance of good acts is also poisoned;

Hence, it is called false and empty practice.

Simply because he had such a penetratingly deep

insight into himself by the wisdom light of Amida Buddha,

Shinran Shonin felt as deep gratitude in encountering His

compassionate Vow. One's sinfulness, Amida's compassion,

and one's shinjin or faith in Him are closely related as the

next Dharma card shows:
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§4 Primal Vow

/DC 8/ The Most Difficult Shinjin

While I am not really trusted by anybody,

I am absolutely trusted

by the Tathagata.

Believing in this fact is what is called

Shinjin or faith that is the most

difficult to accept.

---by Rev. Ryojin Soga

“These are the hands that grasped

my mom’s breasts as an infant;

These are the hands that massaged

her back;

These are the hands that plucked

out her gray hair;

These are the hands that killed two

women one day;

These are the hands that translated the Tannisho

by Miyoko Tsutsumi
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into Braille in the jail;

and

These are the hands that are pressed together

in prayer every morning and evening.”

So writes a certain

condemned criminal

around the print of his

hand on the shikishi

paper ． He gave the

shikishi to his prison

priest Rev. Takayuki Ashikaga as his memento.

As a middle school student, he happened to know

the secret of his birth as a love child. This triggered

his series of misdeeds such as gangsterism, drug

abuse, burglary, and murder, which ended up with a

death sentence. However, he was fortunate enough

to open his eyes to the Tannisho with the guidance

of Rev. Ashikaga in the prison and came to practice

the Nembutsu.

Yes, he realized that he was absolutely trusted by
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the Tathagata in spite of his great sinfulness.

........................................................................

This moving episode reminds me of Shinran Shonin's

three impressive hymns of the Dharma ages:

It is a great torch in the long night of ignorance;

Do not sorrow that your eyes of wisdom are dark.

It is a ship on the vast ocean of birth-and-death;

Do not grieve that your obstructions of karmic evil

are heavy.

The power of the Vow is without limits;
Thus, even our karmic evil, deep and heavy, is not

oppressive.
The Buddha's wisdom is without bounds,
Thus, even those of distracted minds and

self-indulgence are not abandoned.

When we reflect on the establishment of the Vow,
We find that the Tathagata, without abandoning

sentient beings in pain and affliction,
Has taken the directing of virtue to them as

foremost,
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Thus fulfilling the mind of great compassion.

Now you know that Shinran Shonin himself is a torch of
the dark night of our karmic evil, guiding us to the Pure
Land in the ship of the Primal Vow-oriented nembutsu. To
be awakened to this torch and ship is the most essential
point of view for us all who are living in this sahã world
filled with sufferings.

So let's appreciate the true meaning of the nembutsu in
the next section.

§5 Nembutsu

In order to understand why it is important to say the
nembutsu in Shin Buddhism, we had better be reminded of
the briefing stated in the Tannisho or A Record in Lament
of Divergences:

"One who entrusts oneself to the Primal Vow and says
the nembutsu attains Buddhahood."

The core of the statement is the Primal Vow, so let us see
what it really is. Dharmakara Bodhisattva's vow in the
Larger Sutra states:

"If, when I attain Buddhahood, the sentient beings in
the ten quarters, with sincere mind entrusting
themselves, aspiring to be born in my land, and saying
my Name perhaps even ten times, should not be born
there, may I not attain the supreme enlightenment.
Excluded are those who commit the five grave offences
and those who slander the right dharma."

In order to make it easier for us to understand the Primal
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Vow, let me interpret it as the Buddha's call to us:
"Entrust yourself to the Buddha's truthful Vow and say

the nembutsu, and you will surely be saved."
So when you believe in the Primal Vow, you are
accordingly expected to say the nenmbutsu "Namu Amida
Butsu."

There is another basic idea to be clarified about the
relationship between the Primal Vow and the nembutsu.
Shinran Shonin states in Shoshinge or Hymn of True Shinjin
and the Nembutsu:

"The Name embodying the Primal Vow is the act of
true settlement,

The Vow of entrusting with sincere mind is the cause
of birth."

The point is that Amida Buddha's name, Namu Amida Butsu
is an embodiment of the Primal Vow. Without the nembutsu,
the Vow has no means to reach us. Only by saying the
nembutsu, we can appreciate the Vow.

Rev. Jun'en Kameyama, who mentioned "sahã" world
above, taught me a fine similie concerning the Vow and the
nembutsu.

"Suppose here is a spear composed of the spearhead and
the handle. Why do you think the spear can break through a
tough armor? It is because the sharp spearhead and the
long handle are set in one, so the power you put on the
handle concentrates at the spearhead and breaks through
the object. If you take the head and the handle apart, there
will be no breaking power exerted.

In the same way, the Name or nembutsu is like a
spearhead, which seems small, but since it is set firmly onto
the handle of the Vow, the power of the Vow appears in the
nembutsu. If you take the Vow and the nembutsu apart,
there will be no power of the Buddha working on you. That
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is why Shinran Shonin mentioned "The Name embodying the
Primal Vow."

This was a convincing, new point of view to me.
However, saying the nembutsu may not be so easy for

us. We utter a lot of worldly matters every day, but when we
come to the situation where we are supposed to say the
nembutsu, our mouths tend to remain closed somehow.
Why? Are we shy? Are we too haughty to rely on the
Buddha? Are we too rational to utter a magic-like term?

Just listen to the Buddhist poet Mitsuo Aida has to say:

/DC 9/ True Nembutsu

During our long life there may occur

a problem that we could not solve by

any means however hard we might try.

It is at that time that the true nembutsu

will come out of our mouths.

by Mitsuo Aida

Photo by Isamu Tsugo
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We all remember how the whole world heartily
cheered over the miraculous rescue of those 33 miners who
had been entrapped underground for 69 days in Chile in
2010. It was reported that the factors in the success were the
unity of the miners under the command of the leader, the
generous support from the Government, and the technical
aids from various countries, plus another important
reason---the mental stability of the religious people. They
could read the Bible and pray every day down there.

This is a case of Christianity, but it shows that when
pressed in difficulty, people truly need religion.

A similar story is told in Shan-tao's parable of the
White Path and Two Rivers:

A traveler suddenly comes upon a big river of water
and a river of fire (in one channel) blocking his way, and
moreover he sees bands of brigands and wild beasts chasing
him from behind. He is surely in a desperate situation.

“If I turn back now, I die; if I remain, I die; if I go
forward, I die,”

he utters, when he hears Shakyamuni Buddha call "You go,"
and Amida Buddha invite saying, "Come right away." So
he decidedly follows the white path of the nembutsu (that
is, he leads a nembutsu life) and reaches the west bank to
be saved finally.

The above sayings tell us that in order for the
nembutsu come true to us, we should hear the Dharma
earnestly, thinking that there is no time left for us.

"Dharma Hearing Notice" (In a temple in Gifu)

1. I take today's hearing as my first experience.

2. I take today's hearing as aimed at my own self.

3. I take today's hearing as the last chance in my life.

To conclude this section, here is a tanka poem by an
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earnest nembutsu priest:
If all the ways are blocked to you,
Then will Namuamidabutsu come out,
Splitting your mouth.

by Rev. Sho'on Fujiwara

§6 Purpose of Life
So far we have heard about the Vow, shinjin, and the

nembutsu under the main topic of "Another Point of View,"
but some of you may ask:

How are those items related to our actual life?
Is Shin Buddhism concerned with our real life?

To give you some clues to these questions, let us listen to
the following Dharma card:

/DC 10/ Fruition

“Real”(Jitsu 實) means

that things will unfailingly

reach fruition.

---Shinran's note on his Hymn
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Photo by Isamu Tsugo

In this season of

harvest, persimmon

and chestnut trees,

etc. are literally

bearing their fruits and nuts.

Shinran Shonin noted in his hymn as follows:

“The light of wisdom exceeds all measure,

And every finite living being

Receives this illumination that is like the

dawn,

So take refuge in Amida, the true and real*

light.”

(*true and real: True means free of

falsehood and flattery. Real means that

things will unfailingly reach fruition.)

---Hymn of the Pure Land
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Born in the human realm, we all would like to

bring our lives to fruition. We don’t want to let them

just end fruitlessly. Amida Buddha or the True and

Real Light is the one who singly does his best to

make our lives fruitful. Only by encountering His

True and Real Light can our lives bear fruit in the

form of us becoming Buddhas. We will then be able

to attain what we were born for.

All we have to do is hear Dharma and entrust

ourselves to Him.

............................................................................
The key point of view is what we were born for, or what
the purpose of our lives is.

Here is a good episode from the Japanese novel “Robo
no Ishi”or A Stone at the Roadside written by Yuzo
Yamamoto (1887-1974):

The hero Goichi was a clever sixth grader and his
teacher Tsugino encouraged him to enter the middle
school in town, but he was disappointed that his
mother said his family was too poor to pay for his
tuition.

One day, when his classmates were boasting of
their mischiefs, they jeered at him for digging at
study without any boyish feat. He was so provoked
that he blurted out that he could get under a running
train. They got excited and pressed him to carry it
out.
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He led them to the river bank and seeing a train
coming on to the iron bridge from the other side of
the river, he dashed on to the crossties and tried to
hang down from one, when the locomotive engineer
eyed the boy and narrowly stopped the train. As a
result he was taken to the station and scolded very
severely by the station master, and his mischief was
reported to the school. His teacher Tsugino calmly
admonished him saying,
“You are the only being for yourself,
Your human life is the only chance,
If you do not make the best of it,
There is no purpose that you were born for, is
there?”

These words have become a wise saying of the novelist
Yamamoto and are still awakening people to the true
meaning of their lives.

In the case of Shinran Shonin, his purpose in life was to
become a Buddha, that is, to attain enlightenment, as other
earnest Buddhist priests wished, but the greatest problem
for him was how to accomplish his wish. After twenty years
of hard practice, he was finally guided by Honen Shonin to
the Vow-based Nembutsu way that would settle him in this
life to be born in the Pure Land and attain enlightenment.
This was how he achieved the fruition of his life by the light
of Amida Buddha.

Thus, in the fundamental sense of life's meaning, his
teaching, Shin Buddhism, is closely related with our actual
life.

In the next and last section we will have a look at some
actual cases of the Shin Buddhist way in this real life.
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§7 Great Design
In our daily life we are used to calculating in many

ways like shopping, banking, as well as human relations in
terms of guessing the feelings of the other party. However,
sometimes there are miscalculations and then the world
becomes troublesome. But the most serious miscalculation
is about ourselves. We rarely calculate our own inner
mind, which is the very axis of our activities, so that there
occur the results of this miscalculation or negligence. This
is where what I call "another point of view" exists.

On the contrary, the Buddha's "calculation" or "design"
is so great and complete that He takes in all the phases of
us human beings even including our miscalculations, and
then designs so that we will be saved after all.

Let us see a couple of such cases below.

/DC 11/ Glowing Cloud

Bereaved of my parents

then my wife,

and finally my son;

How beautiful the glowing clouds are

in the western sky!

---Rev. Shuko Tsuchihashi
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It is said that there are
three “saka” (slopes) in life;
“Nobori-zaka” (upward slope),
“kudari -zaka” (downward
s l o p e ) , a n d “ m a s a k a ”
(Unexpected slope!). And that
“masaka” did happen.

Rev. Shuko Tsuchihashi,
former professor of Ryukoku
University, retired from his
professorship a few years before
the retirement age so as to

devote himself to his temple tasks in Yamashina,
Kyoto.

However, three years after that, his wife passed
away, and one and a half years afterwards, his
temple and its living quarters were burned down by
an accidental fire. Fortunately, in two years, the
buildings of the temple were rebuilt, but a year
later, another “masaka” hit him. His son, who was
teaching at a college in the Kanto area as an
associate professor apart from his family in Kyoto,
took his own life for an unknown reason. Moreover,
the following year found Rev. Tsuchihashi seeing his
son's wife and two children leave the temple.

Certainly, it was a series of “masaka” occurrences.
Yet, he was such a Nembutsu person that he even
adored the glow of the western sky as the light from

by Miyoko Tsutsumi
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the Pure Land, remarking, “The power that makes
me live on appears from the Original Vow of the
Tathagata.”

This is certainly a vivid example of "the benefit of
our karmic evil being transformed into good," which
Shinran Shonin asserted the true shinjin person will
surely attain in this life.
.............................................................................................

Suppose such a series of unexpected tragedies occurred
to you, could you live on with strength, even in gratitude of
Amida Buddha's great determination? Rev. Tsuchihashi did
and showed a vivid example of the evil-good transforming
merit of shinjin-nembutus, just like Shinran Shonin did when
he overcame his unlawful exile and spread the nembutsu in
the Kanto area, and once more in his old age, he had to
disown his son Zenran in terms of shinjin, but he overcame
his grief by devoting himself to writing so many hymns,
commentaries, and copying the important documents on
shinjin and the nembutsu.

Actually, Shinran Shonin enumerated ten benefits of the
established stage that a true shijin person attains in this
life:

1. The benefit of being protected and sustained by

unseen powers.

2. The benefit of being possessed of supreme virtues.

3. The benefit of our karmic evil being transformed

into good.
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4. The benefit of being protected and cared for by all

the Buddhas.

5. The benefit of being praised by all the Buddhas.

6. The benefit of being constantly protected by the

light of the Buddha’s heart.

7. The benefit of having great joy in our hearts.

8. The benefit of being aware of Amida’s benevolence

and of responding in gratitude to his virtue.

9. The benefit of constantly practicing great

compassion.

10. The benefit of entering the stage of the truly

settled.

We have seen an example of No.3 (benefit of evil-good

transformation) alone in the above Dharma card, but Amida

Buddha's "design" is so superhumanly comprehensive that

those benefits are felt by nembutsu persons on due

occasions.

Here is an episode that relates to No.4 and No.6

(protection) benefits.
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In a senior high school in Hiroshima Pref., a

class was trying to decide who was going to be the

last swimmer in the inter-class swimming meet

when a bossy girl blurted out, “Miss A will win for

us,” knowing well that Miss A was a handicapped

girl.

The race started with a gun shot. Miss A jumped
in the water, desperately struggling to make way,

but she could not. The boss and other class- mates
jeered at her as she clumsily tried to swim forward,
when suddenly a person jumped into the pool in his
clothes.

He swam towards her and helped her saying,
“Keep it up!” “Bear up! I am with you!” he cried in
tears as he swam alongside her. They were alone in
the pool.

The jeers and boos stopped, and then turned into
cheers. When Miss A finally reached the goal of the
25-meter pool, the spectators at the poolside
recognized the man as their school principal.

After this incident the school is said to have had
no more bullies.
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The Tathagata is always accompanying us sufferers with
encouragement saying, “Bear up and live on in spite of
your plight,” which call is nothing but the nembutsu.

Nembutsu persons are always protected by all the
Buddhas and Amida Buddha's light.

Rev. Takashi Hirose rightly said:

" It is the nembutsu that gives deep-rooted hope and
courage to live on to those who are stricken by the adverse
circumstances."

Now we are approaching the end of this Dharma talk.

I would like to see how a nembutsu person will complete his
life.

/DC 12/ Without Determination

Those who are to die

do not have to be prepared for it;

Prepared is the Pure Land for those

who end without determination,
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you know..

---by Rev. Gan'ei Ohgi

by Miyoko Tsutsumi

Mr. A: I'm stuck, Go'inju-san

(Pastor). The doctor

told me that I have

cancer; it's spread here

and there!

Jushoku (Priest): Did he? Why, you look so well!

Mr. A: I have made up my mind, though. I have

very often heard that we must accept the

sufferings of birth, aging, illness, and death.

Bomori (Temple Wife): In this modern age there

must be some good medicine around, so I

hope you will get well. Cheer up!

Mr. A: (Smiling) Will I? Well, sure,I don't want to

die, to tell you the truth.

Jushoku: That's natural; we can't blame you. Look,

here (above) is the remark by Reverend
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Ohgi.

Even if you are not prepared to die, Amida

Buddha understands it wholly.

The Tannisho goes, “At the moment our

karmic bonds to this sahã world run out

and helplessly we die, we nembutsu persons

will go to that land.”

Mr. A: Even a man who is not ready to die like me

will be welcomed to the Pure Land, he

says? How deep His Compassion is! Namu

Amida Butsu!

.........................................................

About a year after the above conversation, Mr.A

passed away peacefully leaving us many memories of his

Dharma seeking life. I am sure he really brought his life

to fruition though I dare not say he was surely born in

the Pure Land, for one's birth is what Amida Buddha

determines and takes care of, beyond our human-level

calculations.
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All my dear listeners, let us entrust ourselves to

Amida Buddha's great design or Primal Vow,

which is the ultimate point of view for us, and let us

say the nembutsu Namu Amida Butsu.

That is all we can and ought to do, and then the

result will be naturally brought about by the

Buddha. How fortunate we are to have

encountered this inconceivable Dharma teaching

thanks to Shinran Shonin.

Let us say the nembutsu again in gratitude to

Amida Buddha's and Shinran Shonin's benevolence:

Namu Amida Butsu. Namu Amida Butsu.

Thank you.


